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Motivation

Rule intersection is very rare. 
It is very rare to have a packet that 
matches multiple rules



Idea

Enhancing scalability of the bit 
vector scheme by providing two 
new ideas

Rule aggregation 
Rule rearrangement.
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Introduction

Packet classification is a process for 
routers to classify packets based on 
packet headers into equivalence 
classes called flows
This paper performs scalable packet 
classification at wire speeds even as 
rule databases increase in size



Problem Statement

A packet P matches a rule R if each 
field of P matches the corresponding 
field of R

Let R = (1010*, *, TCP, 1024-1080, *), 
then a packet with header (10101…1, 
11110…0, TCP, 1050, 3) matches R

Since a packet might match multiple 
rules, we define the matching rule to 
be the earliest one



Bit Vector (1/3)
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Bit Vector (2/3)
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Bit Vector (3/3)

Handicap
These vectors have N bits in length; 
Computing the intersection requires 
O(N) operations

• If W is the size of a word of memory, 
then these bit operations are 
responsible for n*k/w memory 
accesses in the worst case



Aggregated Bit Vector 

Rule aggregation
Rule arrangement



Rule Aggregation (1/3)

1. Fix an aggregate bit A
2. A bit i is set in the aggregate vector if 

there is at least one bit k set, k ∈ [i * A, 
(i + 1) * A]

3. Repeat the aggregation process at 
multiple levels



Rule Aggregation (2/3)
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Rule Aggregation (3/3)



Rule Arrangement (1/3)
Assume (X, A1,…, A30, Y) 
= (00000*, 00001*,…, 
11110*, 11111*)

A = 2

4
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11…1
Field 1
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11111

11…1Field 2

This is called a “false match”, resulted 
by invalid match in the group of rules 
identified by the aggregate



Rule Arrangement (2/3)

After arranging rules
A = 2
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What this does is to localize as 
many matches as possible for the 
sorted field to lie within a few 
aggregation groups instead of 
having matches dispersed across 
many groups



Rule Arrangement (3/3)

length



Evaluation

Experimental platform
Performance evaluation on industrial 
firewall databases
Experimental evaluation on 
synthetic two-dimensional databases
Performance evaluation using 
synthetic five-dimensional databases



Experimental Platform

Two different types of databases
1. A set of four industrial firewall 

databases
2. Randomly synthesized databases 

based on publicly available routing 
tables



Performance evaluation on 
industrial firewall databases

No. of memory accesses



Experimental evaluation on 
synthetic 2d databases (1/3)

Unsorted, percentage of subprefixes. W is the depth of the subtrie

sorted



Experimental evaluation on 
synthetic 2d databases (2/3)

Unsorted, more 
than 20% zero 
length prefixes

Sorted, up to 50% 
zero length prefixes

Sorted. Overhead of 
increasing subprefixes
much more slowly than 
BV scheme



Experimental evaluation on 
synthetic 2d databases (3/3)

A = 32, for 20000 
rules database

sorted



Performance evaluation using 
synthetic 5-d databases

A = 32, no wildcard injections



Conclusion

The paper introduces the notions of 
aggregation and rule arrangement to 
make the BV scheme more scalable, 
creating the ABV scheme
The ABV scheme is at least an order 
of magnitude faster than the BV 
scheme on all performed tests
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